Night to Shine
VOLUNTEER Q&A
Directions: click here for directions to our campus.
Our address is 11905 Highway 92, Woodstock, Georgia 30188.
When do I arrive?
Volunteer check-in is from 4:00 – 5:30PM. All volunteers should be at their assigned
station by 5:30PM. Doors will open at 5:45PM.
Where do I park?
Volunteer parking will be located behind the large worship center in our Chapel
parking lot. From Highway 92, turn on to Neese Road and turn right into the second
driveway. When you come to the bottom of that drive, turn left towards building A
and proceed to park in any available space.
Where do I check in?
After parking, proceed right to building W (the large, circular building). Volunteer
check-in is located on the lower level in our Preschool Foyer. Our team will be on
hand to help you get checked in.
What will happen at check in?
Upon arriving at Volunteer Check-In, you will provide your name and collect your
assignment for the evening. We’ll also provide you with a name tag that should be
worn at all times. After checking in, you’ll have time to grab some food (provided
generously by Chick-Fil-A) and relax before reporting to your station.
What do I wear?
Remember that this is a special night for our guests, so come dressed nicely. All
volunteers should where a black shirt & black pants (unless your team leader has
specified otherwise). We recommend wearing comfortable shoes as there could be a
significant amount of walking.
Will there be a location to leave personal items while volunteering?
There will be a secure room for coats and bags, but we recommend leaving anything
valuable in the trunk of your car or at home.
FRIDAY ONLY:
In the event that you have an emergency and cannot fulfill your volunteer duties for
Night to Shine Atlanta, please call 770-591-2500 and leave a message for Belinda
Jenkins. It’s imperative that we know about your absence as soon as possible so we
can prepare a replacement.

THANK YOU FOR SERVING WITH US!

